Follow Initial Protocol for All Patients

Follow Initial Protocol for All Patients

**Goals:**
- Decrease or eliminate pain
- Make patient comfortable
- Continuously sedated patient

**Uses:**
- Patients with advanced airway in place
- Patients being manually or mechanically ventilated

**Documentation Key Points:**
- Initial RIKER scale
- RIKER scale reassessment after medications administered

---

**Special Considerations:**
- Reduce dosage in the elderly or debilitated patients.
- RIKER Score should be documented with each set of vitals, or at a minimum every 15 minutes. I7. RIKER Score

---

**H17. Fentanyl**
0.5-1.0 mcg/kg IV/IO
Max single dose 100 mcg
Repeat as needed

**H33. Midazolam (Versed)**
0.05-0.1 mg/kg
Single dose max 5 mg IV/IO
Repeat as needed

**H26. Ketamine**
1-2 mg/kg IV/IO
Repeat as needed

**CCP Only**

**H43. Propofol**
5-80 mcg/kg/min
Reduce or discontinue if hypotension ensues

---

**I2. Fentanyl Infusion Chart**
2 mcg/ml = 200 mcg/100 ml NS

**I8. Versed Infusion Chart**
Typical hospital concentration is 1 mg/ml

---
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